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IBAN AUDIT ON THE 2015 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
STAFF
Note by the Secretary General
1.
I attach the International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) report on the audit of the
2015 financial statements of the International Staff. The IBAN have issued a disclaimer of
opinion on the financial statements and on compliance for the year 2015.
2.
The IBAN report has been reviewed by the Resource Policy and Planning Board
(RPPB) (see Annex). The issues behind the disclaimer of opinion are well known and were
highlighted in advice from the RPPB to Council in July 2016 (PO(2016)0542(INV)). A
lessons learned report is currently being prepared by the International Staff Financial
Controller and further advice will be submitted with the audit of the 2016 financial statements
of the International Staff.
3.
I do not believe that this matter requires discussion in the Council. Consequently,
unless I hear to the contrary by 17:30 hours on Tuesday, 31 October 2017, I shall
assume that the Council has noted the IBAN report on the 2015 financial statements of the
International Staff and agreed the RPPB recommendation regarding disclosure of the
financial statements and the associated audit report.

(Signed) Jens Stoltenberg
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IBAN AUDIT ON THE 2015 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
STAFF
Report by the Resource Policy and Planning Board (RPPB)
References:
A.
IBA-AR(2017)04
B.
PO(2016)0542(INV)
INTRODUCTION
1.
This report covers the audit of the 2015 financial statements of the International Staff
(IS) (reference A). It is based on the report by the Budget Committee (BC) which was
approved on Monday 10 July 2017 (reference: BC-D(2017)0100-FINAL).
BACKGROUND
2.
Council is already aware of the background to the delays in the production and
submission of the 2015 financial statements of the IS (reference B). Competing priorities
and critical staff shortfalls in the Office of the Financial Controller (FC) were significant
contributory factors in the problems encountered in the production and submission of the IS
financial statements. In October 2016, the FC updated the BC and the RPPB about further
difficulties and delays in issuing the 2015 financial statements, specifically highlighting that
serious concerns about the quality and auditability of the data and information. The RPPB
instructed1 the FC to issue the financial statements before the end of 2016 as the only option
to provide the required level of transparency and be closest to the provisions of the NATO
Financial Regulations (NFRs).
OBSERVATIONS
3.
The IBAN have issued a Disclaimer of Opinion on the financial statements and on
compliance for the year 2015. The IBAN found fundamental control and structural
weaknesses resulting from the implementation of the new Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system by the IS which led to a high risk that the possible effects on the financial
statements of undetected misstatements could be both material and pervasive. The IBAN’s
findings revealed a number of significant weaknesses related to controls over the ERP
system and transactional and accounting controls. As a result the IBAN was not able to
obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to provide a basis for an audit opinion. Based
on the audit carried out, the IBAN did not believe that the IS were in a position to issue the
2015 financial statements as cleaning of the accounting data was still on-going.

1
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4.
In addition to the many technical accounting observations and recommendations
the IBAN concluded that the IS did not implement the most efficient and effective ERP
structure to meet the financial reporting requirements of the IS. The IBAN believes that the
IS configuration and implementation of the ERP significantly contributed to the inability to
produce timely and accurate financial statements and will likely continue to present
challenges in the future. The IBAN recommends that an independent external assessment
of the IS ERP implementation be undertaken at the latest by the end of 2017.
DISCUSSION
5.
The majority of the observations and recommendations made by the IBAN related
to weaknesses in transactional and technical accounting controls have been agreed by the
IS FC. Almost all of them are directly linked with problems encountered during
implementation of the ERP system.
6.
As for the IBAN observations and recommendations on ERP configuration and
implementation, the Board notes that the IS FC does not agree with all of the observations.
In particular, the IS FC disagrees with the use of the high level comparison with how other
NATO bodies have implemented their ERP systems to infer that the set-up implemented by
the IS was not appropriate or that lessons learned from others were not considered. The IS
FC points out that the set-up of the system was the result of a thorough requirement
validation and design process conducted by a reputed, world-class audit and accounting
firm that was responsible for system implementation.
7.
While it is too early to say if all of the observations associated with ERP
implementation and the weaknesses in transactional and accounting controls have been
addressed by the IS FC, the 2016 financial statements for the IS have already been
submitted to the IBAN for audit. A number of change requests were implemented during
2016 in the area of ERP controls (concerning travel invoices and purchase orders, tolerance
limits, control over the payment file sent to the bank, competency centre job descriptions,
change control board minutes, reduction of the risk of paying from the wrong bank account).
The audit report on the 2016 financial statements should be submitted by the end of August
and the BC will pay close attention to its findings.
8.
As for the IBAN recommendation that an independent external assessment of the
IS ERP implementation be undertaken, a lessons learned report by the IS FC has already
been commissioned with the involvement of independent internal audit staff (reference B).
For the moment further action should await the outcome of this lessons learned report. The
IS FC should complete this report as a matter of urgency and by not later than the end of
September 2017 so that further advice can be considered alongside the audit of the 2016
financial statements of the IS.
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Public Disclosure
9.

The FC has confirmed that the 2015 financial statements can be publicly disclosed2.

CONCLUSIONS
10.
The challenges involved in ERP implementation and the problems encountered by
the IS are not new. Nations have been kept well informed and while a disclaimer of opinion
is obviously regrettable, the nature of the IBAN report on the 2015 financial statements of
the IS was foreseeable. This is not the first time that the IBAN have had to issue a disclaimer
of opinion on the financial statements of the IS3. The Board is disappointed that the IBAN
have again had to issue a disclaimer of opinion but it acknowledges the underlying reasons;
these are not excuses but mitigating factors. Council has already noted (reference B) the
need for the FC function to be provided with the appropriate resources (human and financial)
as well as systems and practices to ensure that auditable financial statements are presented
in accordance with the NFRs.
11.
The RPPB is concerned by the scale of the issues identified by the IBAN; 19
separate issues4 in four broad areas including basic errors in the financial statements;
weaknesses in accounting and transactional controls and in ERP controls. The Board notes
the action taken by the IS FC in response to the audit findings, although it is too early to say
if all of the observations associated with ERP implementation and the weaknesses in
transactional and accounting controls have been fully addressed such that they will not affect
the audit opinion on the 2016 financial statements which have at least been submitted to the
IBAN on time.
12.
There was no consensus during discussions in the BC to support, at this stage, the
IBAN recommendation that an independent external assessment of the IS ERP
implementation be undertaken. The RPPB believes that the lessons learned report by the
IS FC should be complete as a matter of urgency and by not later than the end of September
2017 so that further advice on the need for an external review can be considered alongside
the audit of the 2016 financial statements of the IS.

2

FC(2016)191

3

The IBAN issued a disclaimer of opinion on the financial statements of the International Staff (IS) between
2007 and 2012 due to limitations in the accounting system used by the IS.

4

An overview is at appendix 1
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RECOMMENDATIONS
13.

The RPPB recommends that the Council:

a)
note the IBAN report IBA-AR(2017)04;
b)
agree the conclusions at paragraphs 10-12;
c)
note that the IS FC will prepare the lessons learned report into ERP
implementation with the involvement of independent internal audit staff and submit it to the
BC not later than the end of September 2017;
d)
note that the issues identified in the IBAN report will be kept under review and
further advice will be submitted with the audit of the 2016 financial statements of the IS; and,
e)
approve the public disclosure of this report, the IBAN audit (reference A)) and
the associated 2015 financial statements of the IS.
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IBAN AUDIT ON THE 2015 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL STAFF
The table below represents a summary of the findings and recommendations made by the IBAN in their audit on the 2015 financial
statements of the International Staff and the action taken in response. More details can be found in annexes 3 (IBAN findings) and 5
(comments by IS FC) of the audit report (IBA-AR(2017)04).
IBAN Observation and Recommendations

Action taken by IS Financial Controller

Errors identified in 2015 financial statements
1.

Over-statement of cash balances

Manual errors are being identified and corrected

2.

Errors in cash flow statement

Errors corrected in the 2016 financial statements

3.

Reconciliation of transactions in future financial statements

Action implemented in the 2016 financial statements

4.

Inconsistent disclosure of accumulated surplus

Changes were introduced in the 2016 financial statements so as to
limit surpluses to the segments related to Partners accommodation

5.

Identification of accrued liabilities in 2015 and 2016

Process has been put in place to better identify accruals from 2016.
Restatement of accruals at end of 2015 would be extremely difficult,
costly to attain and of limited value for money

6.

Assets and liabilities held in foreign currencies should in Action implemented in the 2016 financial statements
future be revalued at year-end

7.

Consistency of notes to support main financial statements

Action to be implemented in the 2017 financial statements
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ERP implementation and effect on financial statements
8.

Independent external assessment of ERP implementation

Pending decision by BC. Internal review with support from
independent internal auditors already commissioned

Weaknesses in accounting and transactional controls
9.

Lack of basic accounting reconciliations

Action are gradually being put in place since end 2016 with a view
to periodic closures and reconciliations

10. Insufficient level of controls over budget execution

FC will address the issue with stakeholders with a view to
streamlining the exchange of information between the budgeting
and the accounting software components

11. Improved management of carry forward of commitments

The way programme commitments are treated in the ERP will be reexamined with IS Divisions concerned in order to limit the cases in
which PRs are used for commitment purposes

12. Matching invoices to purchase orders and the delivery of The situation will be re-examined with IS Divisions concerned in
goods and services
order to assess the possibility to extend the use of the 3-way
matching where relevant
12. Process configuration for travel invoices is changed

Changes implemented in July and December 2016

13. Tolerance limits for travel too high

Tolerance level has been reduced in 2016

14. Need to strengthen controls over bank payment files

Change introduced in December 2016
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Weaknesses in ERP controls
15. Develop and document clear procedures for ERP user access Job descriptions updated and approved by HR to clarify roles and
responsibilities
16. Periodic review of user access rights

FC is considering the best approach in terms of access end date for
staff who are on indefinite duration contracts

17. Monitoring of switch user function

Control checks on the switch user function among NATO bodies will
be harmonised

18. Access rights to IT consultants

IS has put time limitations on consultants ‘ access

19. Formal documentation of decisions made by Change Control Formal meeting minutes will now be kept
Board
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Summary Note for Council
by the International Board of Auditors for NATO (Board)
on the audit of the Financial Statements of the International Staff (IS)
for the year ended 31 December 2015
The Board was required to audit the Financial Statements of the International Staff as at
31 December 2015. The total budgetary spend disclosed in the 2015 Financial
Statements was EUR 194 million.
The Board issued a Disclaimer of Opinion on the Financial Statements and on compliance
for the year ended 31 December 2015 (Annex 2).
The Board found fundamental control and structural weaknesses resulting from
implementation of the International Staff’s new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
system. The Board found that these weaknesses led to errors in the 2015 financial
statements. The Board concluded from the errors and control weaknesses identified that
there was a high risk that the possible effects on the financial statements of undetected
misstatements could be both material and pervasive.
Because of the significance of the errors and weaknesses found, the Board has not been
able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to provide a basis for an audit opinion.
Accordingly, the Board does not express an opinion on the financial statements or on
compliance.
Annex 3 outlines the Board’s detailed observations and recommendations under four
main headings as follows:


Errors identified in the 2015 financial statements.



Implementation of the new ERP system and its effects on the financial
statements.



Weaknesses in accounting and transactional controls.



Weaknesses in controls related to the new ERP system.

Annex 4 outlines in more detail the Board’s findings on the ERP implementation.
The International Staff’s formal comments are contained in Annex 5 and 6. The detailed
formal comments provide further information to the reader, but do not change the Board’s
observations or recommendations. The Board notes that the IS agrees with most of its
observations on the financial statements and controls but disagrees with some of the
Board’s findings on Enterprise Resource Planning system implementation. Where
deemed appropriate, the Board has provided its position on some of the
recommendations that were not accepted by the IS.
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REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS
FOR NATO TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Report on the Financial Statements
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (Board) was engaged to audit the Financial
Statements of the International Staff which comprised the Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 December 2015, the Statement of Financial Performance, Statement of Changes
in Equity and Cash Flow Statement for the year then ended, and a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory notes. The Board was also engaged to audit
the Statement of Budget Execution for the year ended 31 December 2015.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these Financial
Statements in accordance with the NATO Accounting Framework and the requirements
of the NATO Financial Regulations as authorised by the North Atlantic Council, and for
such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these Financial Statements based on our
audit, which is conducted in accordance with our Charter and international standards on
auditing. Because of the matters described in the Basis for Disclaimer of Opinion on the
Financial Statements paragraph, however, we were not able to obtain sufficient
appropriate audit evidence to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Basis for Disclaimer of Opinion on the Financial Statements
The Board found fundamental control and structural weaknesses resulting from
implementation of the IS’ new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. The Board
found that these weaknesses led to errors in the 2015 financial statements. The Board
concluded from the errors and control weaknesses identified that there was a high risk
that the possible effects on the financial statements of undetected misstatements could
be both material and pervasive.
Disclaimer of Opinion on the Financial Statements
Because of the significance of the matters described in the Basis for Disclaimer of Opinion
on the Financial Statements paragraph, we have not been able to obtain sufficient
appropriate audit evidence to provide a basis for an audit opinion. Accordingly, we do not
express an opinion on the financial statements.
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INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR THE INTERNATIONAL STAFF (IS)

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2015
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND DISCLAIMER OF AUDIT OPINION

1.1
The Board attempted to audit the 2015 International Staff (IS) Financial
Statements that were issued late on 30 December 2016. The late issuing of the Financial
Statements is not in compliance with the NATO Financial Regulations (NFRs), which
required the financial statements to be issued by 31 March 2016.
1.2
Prior to the financial statements being issued, the Board carried out a number of
interim audit procedures. The Board examined the way the new Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system was implemented by the IS. In addition, the Board assessed the
controls in place over the ERP system and the controls over transactions and accounting
that were in place during 2015. The Board’s observations and recommendations are
shown under four main headings as follows:
 Errors identified in the 2015 Financial Statements.
 Implementation of the new ERP system and its effects on the financial
statements.
 Weaknesses in accounting and transactional controls.
 Weaknesses in controls related to the new ERP system.
1.3
The Board previously reported to the IS in April 2016 on its interim control findings
(ref: IBA-A (2016)45). The Board’s findings revealed a number of significant weaknesses
related to controls over the ERP system and transactional and accounting controls. The
Board identified weaknesses in controlling access and accountability within the ERP. The
Board found weaknesses in accounting controls, including the lack of a documented
control to ensure that all data from the old system was correctly loaded into the new ERP
to form the basis of the opening 2015 balances. In addition, a number of weaknesses
were also identified related to the budgetary reporting and controls over commitments
carried forward. Further, the Board also found weaknesses in the system settings and
authorisation procedures related to payments, especially relating to travel invoices.
1.4
The Board concluded from its interim findings that the risks related to the financial
statements and compliance were high and that the possible effects of undetected
misstatements and instances of non-compliance resulting from control weaknesses and
a lack of reconciliations could be both material and pervasive. Specifically, the
weaknesses outlined above could lead to misstatements in the financial statements,
transactions that do not comply with the NATO Financial Regulations and budgetary
authorities and incorrect payments. There is also an increased risk of potential misuse
and fraud in this situation.
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1.5
Following its interim audit work, the Board’s audit of the 2015 IS Financial
Statements revealed material errors in financial reporting and unreconciled transactions.
The Board also found that payments had been made from incorrect bank accounts and
that these transactions had not yet been fully identified and corrected.
1.6
The Board’s findings on fundamental weaknesses in the ERP implementation
and the controls in place during 2015 are supported by the Statement of Internal Control
that was issued by the IS with the 2015 financial statements and that outlines a number
of problem areas. The Statement of Internal Control states that the problems were due
to the implementation of the new ERP system. They related to difficulties in making
payments, accounting problems and limitations in financial reporting. As a result, a high
number of accounting corrections and other adjustments (over 8,000 line items) needed
to be made prior to producing the 2015 financial statements. In addition, the accounting
data supporting the financial statements contained around EUR 23 billion of both debits
and credits confirming that many accounting corrections needed to be made during 2015.
Some of the corrections related to 2015 were made in 2016 and some are still being made
in 2017. These were not reflected in the 2015 financial statements.
1.7
Furthermore, the ERP structure implemented did not properly prevent the
booking in 2015 and 2016 of a very high number of incorrect cross-financial statement
postings between the financial statements for which the IS is responsible. The Statement
of Internal Control outlined the main areas for concern as accruals, cut-off, reconciliations
and reporting. The Board’s audit of the financial statements confirmed that these factors
had, indeed, led to accounting errors in the 2015 IS Financial Statements, most
significantly the cash presented did not agree to the cash in the bank by EUR
5,650,615.41.
1.8
Based on the audit carried out on the 2015 IS Financial Statements, the Board
does not believe the IS were in a position to issue the 2015 Financial Statements as
cleaning of the accounting data was still ongoing. In addition, the IS was not able to
provide the Board with fully reconciled accounting data to conduct its audit. As a result,
the Board could not obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base an
opinion. The Board concludes that the possible effects on the financial statements of
undetected misstatements and instances of non-compliance with rules and regulations
could be both material and pervasive. These audit findings have led the Board to issue
a disclaimer of opinion on the financial statements and on compliance. Accordingly, it
does not express an opinion on the financial statements or on compliance.
1.9
The Board received factual and formal comments from the IS. Where deemed
necessary, the Board amended its draft report to take account of the factual comments.
The IS’s formal comments are contained in Annex 5 and 6. The detailed formal
comments provide further information to the reader, but do not change the Board’s
observations or recommendations. The Board notes that the IS agrees with most of its
observations on the financial statements and controls but disagrees with some of the
Board’s findings on ERP implementation. Where deemed appropriate, the Board has
provided its position on some of the recommendations that were not accepted by the IS.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
2.

ERRORS IDENTIFIED IN THE 2015 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2.1

OVERSTATEMENT OF CASH BALANCES

Reasoning
2.1.1 It is a fundamental requirement that all bank accounts are effectively controlled
throughout the reporting period and correctly presented in the financial statements.
Findings
2.1.2 The Board found that cash presented in the 2015 IS Financial Statements was
overstated by EUR 5,650,615.41. The amount in the year-end bank balances was EUR
79,023,251. The amount in the financial statements was EUR 84,673,866.41. The
difference is mainly in two areas. Firstly, the bank balance in the main EURO IS bank
account was EUR 51,954,700.99. However, the amount in the 2015 financial statements
was EUR 56,218,101.78, which is EUR 4,263,400.79 more. Secondly, an accounting
correction was made prior to producing the financial statements that increased the cash
disclosed further by EUR 1,387,214.62.
2.1.3 From discussions with the IS, the Board understands that EUR 3,928,616.46 of
the differences appear to result from payments made from the main IS bank accounts
that relate to other financial reporting entities also controlled by the IS. These payments
resulted in cash being cleared in the main IS bank account not being reflected in the
general ledger balances of the IS financial statement. Specifically, these payments
related to FORACS, MSIAC, the New Headquarters and the pension schemes. The Board
understands that some of the necessary corrections to regulate this situation were done
in 2016 and 2017, but were not reflected in the amounts disclosed in the 2015 financial
statements.
2.1.4 The use of incorrect bank accounts resulted from problems relating to the ERP
implementation as outlined in the Statement of Internal Control. The control of reconciling
the bank accounts to the accounting system was not carried out periodically during or at
the end of 2015. The IS provided the Board with details of transactions that related to
separate IS entities. These totaled EUR 3,928,616.46. This leaves a residual unexplained
amount in the main bank account of EUR 334,784.33 and an unexplained amount in
overall cash disclosed of EUR 1,721,998.95.
Recommendation
2.1.5 The Board recommends, as a matter of urgency, that the IS identify the cause of
the discrepancy in cash and ensure that cash is effectively controlled and correctly
disclosed in future.
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2.2

ERRORS IN THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT

Reasoning
2.2.1 The Cash Flow Statement presented in the financial statements needs to fully
reconcile opening and closing cash balances to all movements in assets, liabilities and
relevant transactions.
Finding
2.2.2 Given that cash was misstated in the 2015 IS Financial Statements, the Cash
Flow Statement cannot be relied upon. In addition, the Board found that the bank
balances disclosed in the Cash Flow Statement at the beginning and end of 2015 do not
agree to the amounts disclosed as cash in the Statement of Financial Position. In addition,
the calculated net increase in cash from the beginning to end of year does not agree to
the movement in the disclosed cash balance. As it is calculated from movements in the
Statement of Financial Position, this is an indication of accounting errors.
Recommendation
2.2.3 The Board recommends that the IS identify the reasons for the errors in the Cash
Flow Statement and ensure that it is correctly stated in future financial statements.
2.3

INABILITY TO RECONCILE EXPENSES IN THE BUDGET EXECUTION
STATEMENT TO EXPENSES IN THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

Reasoning
2.3.1 Expenses recorded in the Budget Execution Statements are recorded on the
same basis as transactions recorded in the Statements of Financial Performance and
Position. To ensure the completeness and accuracy of the expenses disclosed, it is a
fundamental control that these expenses can be reconciled to each other.
Finding
2.3.2 The IS were unable to provide the Board with the reconciliation of transactions
disclosed in the Statements of Financial Performance and Position to the expenditure
recorded in the Budget Execution Statements. Without this reconciliation, uncertainty
exists as to whether expenses are complete and accurate and in compliance with rules
and regulations. Also, see observation 4.2 relating to insufficient levels of controls over
budget execution.
Recommendation
2.3.3 The Board recommends that the IS ensure, in future financial statements, that a
detailed reconciliation of transactions in the Statements of Financial Performance and
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Position to the expenses in the Budget Execution Statement be provided at the time of
the issuance of the financial statements.
2.4

INCONSISTENT DISCLOSURE OF AN ACCUMULATED SURPLUS

Reasoning
2.4.1 Accumulated surpluses in financial statements need to be justified and fully
reconciled within the financial statements.
Finding
2.4.2 The Board found that the Statement of Financial Position disclosed an
accumulated surplus of EUR 2,635,200.04 at 31 December 2015. The prior year
surpluses as of 31 December 2014 were disclosed as zero. The surplus (equivalent to
overall assets being greater than liabilities) are explained in Note 23 to the 2015 IS
Financial Statements as corresponding ‘to miscellaneous surpluses generated outside
the budget execution context’. However no breakdown explaining their nature is
disclosed e.g. miscellaneous income, foreign exchange gains etc. or how they occurred.
Furthermore, as the balance was zero at the beginning of the year, the surplus should
have been reflected in the activities of the year and presented as a surplus in the
Statement of Financial Performance. However, no surplus was presented in the
Statement of Financial Performance. This is a further indication of accounting errors.
Recommendation
2.4.3 The Board recommends that the IS justify the reasons for the accumulated
surplus disclosed and ensure that, in future, they are correctly disclosed on the Statement
of Financial Performance.
2.5

LACK OF ASSURANCE ON PROPER CUT-OFF OF EXPENSES

Reasoning
2.5.1 Prior to issuing financial statements, all accrued liabilities at year-end should be
identified and disclosed within the financial statements.
Findings
2.5.2 A total of EUR 9,752,346.10 is disclosed under liabilities as Payables. This
amount includes invoices received but not yet paid at year-end. It also includes accrued
liabilities where a service or good had been received from a supplier but no invoice had
been received at year-end.
2.5.3 The IS stated to the Board that the exercise to identify all accrued liabilities was
not completed before the 2015 financial statements were issued, and that if the exercise
is completed before the 2016 financial statements are issued, some of the 2015 accruals
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will be recognised in the 2016 statements. This is supported by the statements made in
the Statement of Internal Control. As a result, it is likely that payables and expenses are
misstated in the 2015 financial statements, including expenses in the Budget Execution
Statement.
Recommendation
2.5.4 The Board recommends that the IS identify all accruals related to 2015 in its 2016
financial statements.
2.6

NO FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE REVALUATION OF MONETARY ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES AT YEAR-END

Reasoning
2.6.1 The NATO Accounting Framework requires monetary assets and liabilities in
foreign currencies be revalued at the year-end rate.
Finding
2.6.2 The Board found that no foreign exchange rate revaluation was done relating to
assets and liabilities presented in the 2015 IS Financial Statements. As a result, all the
monetary assets and liabilities are presented using rates at the date of the relevant
transaction e.g. when funds were received into the bank. This means that monetary
assets and liabilities are misstated in the 2015 financial statements by an unknown
amount.
Recommendation
2.6.3 The Board recommends that, for all future IS financial statements, the IS ensure
that all assets and liabilities, as required by the NATO Accounting Framework, held in
foreign currencies are revalued at year-end.
2.7

DISCREPANCY BETWEEN INVENTORY PRESENTED IN FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS AND DISCLOSED IN NOTES

Reasoning
2.7.1 The notes to financial statements should be consistent to the main financial
statements (Statements of Financial Performance, Position, etc.)
Finding
2.7.2 The Board found that the Statement of Financial Position disclosed the balance
of inventory at 31 December 2015 as EUR 10,645. However, Note 8 of the financial
statements supporting the balance discloses inventory as EUR 791,014.
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Recommendation
2.7.3 The Board recommends that the IS ensure, in future, that all note discloses
support and are consistent with the main financial statements.

3.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
(ERP) SYSTEM AND ITS EFFECT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Reasoning
3.1
The new ERP system should be implemented in the most efficient and effective
manner to ensure it meets the control and reporting requirements of the entity.
Findings
3.2
The Board concluded that the IS did not implement the most efficient and effective
ERP structure given the financial reporting requirement to prepare 9 separate financial
statements. The financial statements, in addition to the IS, are the New NATO
Headquarters, the NATO Staff Centre, MSIAC, FORACS, and four NATO retirement
benefit plans. BICES also uses the new ERP system, but does not rely on the IS to
produce its financial statements.
3.3
The implemented structure did not properly prevent the booking in 2015 and 2016
of a very high number of incorrect cross-financial statement postings between the
different financial statements. The Board believes that the IS implementation of the ERP
significantly contributed to the inability to produce timely and accurate financial
statements and will likely continue to present challenges in the future. Further, it required
additional IT programming and the implementation of additional internal controls.
3.4
Annex 4 provides more detail relating to the Board’s understanding of the IS ERP
implementation.
Recommendation
3.5
The Board recommends that an independent external assessment of the IS ERP
implementation be undertaken focusing on the requirement of the IS to produce 9
separate Financial Statements. Such an assessment should also consider the lessons
to be learned for future ERP system implementations in NATO. The Board recommends
that this assessment be performed at the latest by the end of 2017.
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4.

WEAKNESSES IN ACCOUNTING AND TRANSACTIONAL CONTROLS

The interim work carried out by the Board on accounting and transactional controls
(section 4) and controls in the new ERP system (section 5) was completed in April 2016.
As a result, the observations in these two sections below relate to findings at that time
and reflect the situation that existed during 2015. It is possible that changes may have
occurred since April 2016. These will be taken into account during the Board’s audit of
the 2016 IS Financial Statements.
4.1

LACK OF BASIC ACCOUNTING RECONCILIATIONS, INCLUDING CASH

Reasoning
4.1.1 According to paragraph VI 4) (c) of the NATO Financial Rules and Procedures,
the Financial Controller shall ensure that all accounts are reconciled and verified on a
regular basis, and all activities with financial implications, including multinational and nonappropriated fund activities, controlled by periodic inspection.
4.1.2 Accounting controls such as closure of periods, bank reconciliations and regular
reconciliations of sub ledgers are vital to ensure that accounting errors are picked up in a
timely fashion so that the necessary corrective action can be taken. In addition, the
introduction of a new ERP system requires a control to ensure that all data from the old
system is correctly loaded into the new ERP. This is to ensure that opening balances are
correctly stated. Such controls mitigate the risk of transaction errors and misstatements.
Findings
4.1.3 The Board found that the IS had not carried out basic accounting controls during
2015. Firstly, accounting periods had not been closed on a regular basis so that
accounting data could be reconciled and cleaned as necessary. Secondly, reconciliations
between the General Ledger (GL) and sub ledgers (accounts payable and receivable)
were not carried out. Thirdly, a reconciliation of expenses recorded against the budget
to expenses reported in the GL has not been done.
4.1.4 Finally, the Board found that the IS did not perform monthly reconciliations of
cash balances between the accounting system and bank statements for 2015 and through
2016. Monthly reconciliations can only be performed after all bank transactions have been
recorded and reconciled in the ERP. This did not happen because there were a
significant amount of unreconciled and unprocessed bank transactions in the ERP in
2015.
4.1.5 The Board also found that the necessary work to ensure opening balances and
open items had been fully loaded in the new system had not been completed. These need
to be fully matched/reconciled to the old system with a clear audit trail.
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Recommendation
4.1.6 The Board recommends that, as soon as possible, the IS introduce regular
accounting controls to ensure accounting periods are closed promptly, regular
reconciliations to sub ledgers are carried out, budget expenses are reconciled to GL
expenses and cash is reconciled between the bank and the accounting system. In
addition, the Board recommends that the OFC complete its work on data transfer from
the old system and that this is documented with a clear audit trail.
4.2

INSUFFICIENT LEVEL OF CONTROLS OVER BUDGET EXECUTION

Reasoning
4.2.1 It is vital that controls are put in place to ensure that the budget is expensed for
the purpose approved and that payments do not exceed the limits approved. A lack of
such controls leads to the risk of non-compliance with the budgetary authorities.
Findings
4.2.2 The Board found that the IS common funded budget was loaded into the ERP
system in 2015 at a summarised level only for some of the budgetary credits. The budget
credits were loaded based on the budget structure from the budget system (different to
the ERP) which, in some cases, differed from the accounting string in the ERP GL. As a
result, the ERP system could only check funds against summarised budgetary ceilings
rather than be controlled on a line by line basis. The Board understands that, in 2015, it
was not possible for all budget holders to check expenses against fund ceilings within the
ERP system.
4.2.3 In order to ensure effective and efficient budgetary control, budgetary credits
should ideally be loaded into an ERP system with the same accounting string as in the
GL. This allows funds to be matched to detailed committed credits and expenses. In
addition, it allows staff to closely monitor their detailed budget throughout the year and
facilitates the reconciliation of budgetary expenses to those recorded in the GL. At the
time of the interim audit (February 2016) it was not possible to get 2015 budget execution
reports from the system.
Recommendation
4.2.4 The Board recommends that, in future, the IS load its common funded budget
into the ERP system by using the same accounting string as in the GL to ensure the
budget can be executed and controlled effectively.
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4.3

CARRY FORWARD OF COMMITMENTS BASED ON PURCHASE
REQUISITIONS INCREASES THE RISK OF NON-COMPLIANCE AND OF
MISSTATEMENT

Reasoning
4.3.1 In order to comply with the NATO Financial Regulations, controls are necessary
to ensure committed credits are only carried forward into the next financial year where a
legal liability exists.
Findings
4.3.2 The Board found that, for programme expenses, purchase requisitions (PRs),
which are internal requests to authorise future expenses and to reserve funds, were being
carried forward at year-end as committed funds (i.e., a legal liability to pay once a good
or service is received). This should only be possible when the Purchase Order (PO)
(contract with the supplier) is created.
4.3.3 The IS took a decision to authorise the carry forward of PRs due to the nature of
programme expenses. Programme expenses cover grants, studies, surveys, seminars
etc. These do not easily fit into the normal PO process followed with commercial
purchases. However, PRs, by their nature, are not recognised as commitments within an
ERP system. In addition, their use poses a risk as changes can be made to PRs within
the ERP system without being authorised by management. Once a PO is created, no
changes can be made without specific authorisation by management. In addition, the
recognition of PRs as commitments creates accounting difficulties in terms of reconciling
and controlling the carry forward of commitments. The Board understands the reasons
why PRs are used in this way by the programmes. However, it is a practice that should
be avoided. A specific and better controlled procedure should be set for instances where
the need to commit fund without a legal supporting contract exists.
Recommendation
4.3.4 The Board recommends that the OFC examine, with the programmes, the
implementation of future work flows that ensure that the norm is to use POs to create
liabilities and form the basis of carry forwards so that the use of PRs is strictly limited to
cases where there is an operational necessity. In cases where PRs are carried forward,
controls, including monitoring, should be put in place and clearly documented.
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4.4

MATCHING INVOICES TO PURCHASE ORDERS AND THE DELIVERY OF
GOODS AND SERVICES

Reasoning
4.4.1 Controls over the authorisation of payments are necessary to ensure that the
invoice matches the PO and that the goods/services have been received in accordance
with the PO/contract. This control mitigates the risk of erroneous payments.
Findings
4.4.2 For commercial invoices, the three-way matching control (invoice, receipt, and
PO are matched) is the default setting in the ERP. Divisions do the input of the receipt in
the system and the system automatically does the three-way match. However, it is
possible for authorised staff to change the setting. In addition, when an invoice is on hold
as a result of three-way matching, it can be released without registering the receipt by
switching to two-way matching. The Board understands that when the setting is changed
to two-way matching, the PO must be reapproved by Procurement.
4.4.3 For programme expenses, two-way matching has been set up in the ERP (PO
and invoice matching with no receipt in the system). Commitments are based on the
PRs. Invoices go to Divisions which validate them and create a PO in the system. The
payment is then controlled and authorised by Finance. As a result, the legal liabilities are
effectively being created by the approved PR. As outlined in observation 4.3, there are
risks in using PRs to create liabilities. In addition, the use of POs and three-way matching
is the ideal. The PO creates a clear liability and the recording of the receipt in the system
evidences that, and when, the good/service has been received.
Recommendation
4.4.4 The Board recommends, similar to the recommendation on PR approval, that the
IS examine with the programmes, the implementation of future work flows that ensure
that the norm is to use POs to create liabilities and to restrict the use of PRs to those
cases where it is absolutely necessary. In addition, OFC should use three-way matching
wherever possible and practical, and the situations where two-way matching is
permissible should be identified and documented, and subsequently monitored.
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4.5

TRAVEL INVOICES AND POs CAN BE MODIFIED AND PROCESSED
WITHOUT AUTHORISATION

Reasoning
4.5.1 It should never be possible for an invoice to be processed and paid without formal
authorisation. This increases the risk of fraud, irregularity, errors and misstatements.
Finding
4.5.2 The Board found that travel invoices imported from the legacy system were not
subject to invoice approval since they had already been approved in the legacy travel
system. However, the Board found that, within the test environment, manually input
invoices did not need to be approved. The system does not distinguish between legacy
invoices (already approved in the old system) and those manually booked in the new
ERP. The Board found that it is possible to modify a PO for travel in the ERP directly and
this PO by default will be processed, regardless of the amount, without an approval.
Recommendation
4.5.3 The Board recommends that the IS ensure that the travel invoices process
configuration is changed to prevent manually entered travel POs and invoices being
processed without an approval
4.6

INCOMPLETE TOLERANCE LIMITS AND LIMITS SET TOO HIGH

Reasoning
4.6.1 It is standard within an ERP system to set up tolerance limits on unit price and
quantity. This is the allowable difference between the PO and the invoice to allow
payment to be authorised. However, these limits need to be set at an appropriate level.
If not set at the appropriate level, there is a risk of payment errors.
Finding
4.6.2 The Board found that the tolerance limit for travel had been set at 30%. In
addition, there were no limits relating to unit price variance between the invoice and the
PO for goods and services. This represents a risk as invoices can be processed
regardless of the difference between the price of goods and services ordered and the
price invoiced.
Recommendation
4.6.3 The Board recommends that the OFC lower the tolerance limit related to travel.
In addition, an appropriate tolerance limit relating to price variations should be
implemented to ensure that only invoices that match the PO price are processed and
approved.
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4.7

CONTROLS OVER PAYMENT FILES SENT TO THE BANK NEED
STRENGTHENING

Reasoning
4.7.1 It is a standard control within an ERP system to ensure that the payment file
created in the system is exactly the same as the payment file paid by the bank and that
no changes are possible. A lack of such a control heightens the risk of fraud and error.
Finding
4.7.2 The Board found that the IS did not have a control in place to ensure that the
payment file generated by the ERP could not be altered prior to being sent to the bank.
There exists a risk that the bank processes a different file. However, such an eventuality
should be picked up by bank reconciliation performed by the IS’s Treasury Service.
However, as shown in observation 4.1, bank reconciliations were not performed during
2015.
Recommendation
4.7.3 The Board recommends that the IS establish a control to ensure that an ERP
generated payment file is not manipulated between its creation and being uploaded to
the bank.

5.

WEAKNESSES IN CONTROLS RELATED TO THE NEW ENTERPRISE
RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) SYSTEM

5.1

LACK OF PROCESS DOCUMENTATION
MANAGEMENT AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS

RELATING

TO

ACCESS

Reasoning
5.1.1 Formal controls over user access are required to ensure that the segregation of
duties principles are respected. In addition, controls are needed to ensure that the
appropriate staff member has the required roles and responsibilities assigned. Further,
staff need to clearly understand their roles and responsibilities, especially those tasked
with controlling access, security and system control settings. This is required to ensure
that staff are accountable for carrying out their responsibilities effectively. A lack of
access control heightens the potential risk of error, fraud and accounting misstatements.
Findings
5.1.2 There was no formal documentation on the process of granting and modifying
user access to the ERP. The Office of the Financial Controller (OFC) has a Competency
Centre (CC) that has responsibility for controlling access rights, roles and responsibilities
and control settings. Each division of the IS has a staff member who is responsible for
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authorising their staff’s roles and responsibilities within the ERP. However, the CC does
not monitor how these roles and responsibilities are assigned in order to ensure security
and segregation of duties.
5.1.3 There is a documented segregation of duties matrix. However, it has assigned
work that conflicts with the segregation of duties principles. For example, the general
ledger clerk is also authorised to make payments. Further, staff has been assigned the
responsibility to both amend supplier details (e.g. bank accounts) and also to make
payments by credit card. In addition, the CC staffs’ job descriptions had not been updated
since the introduction of the ERP. Their exact roles and responsibilities had not been
clarified.
Recommendation
5.1.4 The Board recommends that the IS develop and document clear procedures for
granting, modifying, and monitoring user access to the ERP. In addition, the IS should
develop a segregation of duties matrix that correctly identifies the segregations required.
Further, the Board recommends that the IS create job descriptions for staff working in the
CC clarifying their roles and responsibilities.
5.2

LACK OF PERIODIC REVIEW OF USER ACCESS RIGHTS

Reasoning
5.2.1 Controls are required to ensure that, when a member of staff leaves or changes
job, user rights are amended to control the risk of inappropriate access. Inappropriate
access heightens the risk of errors and misuse.
Finding
5.2.2 Since February 2016, Human Resources sent CC a list of departing staff so the
CC can take action to remove them from the system. However, no information is provided
on staff when they change IS Divisions. If the Division coordinators do not ask for new
responsibilities to be assigned to a user, the old responsibility assignments will not be
deactivated. The Board found cases where staff who moved departments still had access
to their old responsibilities together with the new ones. The Board also found that only
286 responsibility assignments out of 2,140 had been assigned an end date.
Recommendation
5.2.3 The Board recommends that the IS develop documented procedures that set up
formal channels of communication to ensure the CC is aware of staff members who have
transferred between departments. In addition, a periodic review of users and their
responsibilities should be set up to ensure the appropriate roles and responsibilities are
assigned to the correct staff. Further, users should have access end dates assigned
according to the duration of their contract.
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5.3

THE USE OF THE ‘SWITCH USER’ FUNCTION NEEDS TO BE MONITORED

Reasoning
5.3.1 It is a vital control in an ERP system that delegation of roles and responsibilities
is monitored and controlled to ensure segregation of duties are respected and there is a
clear audit trail showing the actions of the delegated staff member.
Findings
5.3.2 In the ERP system there is the possibility for staff to delegate their work list. This
is a standard functionality. There is also a ‘switch user’ function that allows users to use
each other’s user account. The Board found that this function is authorised to be used
by finance staff when someone is sick. It is necessary to ensure that payments can still
be approved during unscheduled absences. It is not known whether other IS Divisions
also use this function.
5.3.3 In the case of the ‘switch user’ function, there is no audit trail indicating that the
work was carried out by delegated staff. The system records it as if it were carried out by
the staff who delegated. The Board did not find evidence as to how the use of this function
was controlled and monitored, increasing the risk of it being used without the proper
authorisation. In addition, there is no end date to the ‘switch user’ function. In the Board’s
opinion, although the use of ‘switch user’ function appears unavoidable for certain limited
operational reasons, it needs to be carefully monitored and controlled.
Recommendation
5.3.4 The Board recommends that the IS put controls in place to ensure that the use of
the ‘switch user’ function is strictly controlled and monitored to ensure that it is only ever
used in the appropriate circumstances. This could take the form of a periodic report that
shows clearly who has used it, when it was used and for what purpose. The limitations
on the use of the ‘switch user’ function, and the related controls, should be clearly
documented.
5.4

ACCESS TO THE NEW NEW ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP)
PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT GIVEN TO AN IT CONSULTANT

Reasoning
5.4.1 Access to the real-time operating ERP production environment should only be
granted to staff responsible for the processing and approval of transactions and
accounting entries. Staff without these responsibilities, such as system developers,
should not be granted access to an environment other than the testing one. Such access
increases the risk to data integrity if changes are made without being tested first.
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Finding
5.4.2 The Board found that an IT consultant had been granted access to the production
environment in order to perform configuration changes without a time limit being set on
the access.
Recommendation
5.4.3 The Board recommends that the IS ensure that access rights given to consultants
normally only cover the test environment and that access should only be granted to
production to implement agreed changes. In addition, the access should be time limited.
5.5

NO FORMAL
DECISIONS

DOCUMENTATION

OF

CHANGE

CONTROL

BOARD

Reasoning
5.5.1 The Change Control Procedures outline the management of system change
requests and the roles and responsibilities of the Change Control Board (CCB). It also
states that the ERP CC should document the decisions made at the CCB meeting and
send the approved list of changes to the Application Support Group for approval and
execution. This mitigates the risk of inappropriate system changes.
Finding
5.5.2 The Board found that there is a spreadsheet where the ERP changes are
recorded together with comments showing whether the CCB agreed or disagreed to the
change requests. However, there are no minutes of the CCB meetings documenting the
participants, the discussion and decisions made.
Recommendation
5.5.3 The Board recommends that the IS ensure that minutes of the CCB decisions
are recorded and develop an approval form signed by the CCB to ensure that only
approved change requests are implemented.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) SYSTEM
IN THE INTERNATIONAL STAFF
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
In July 2016, the Board advised the Council in a Special Report that it could not
audit the 2015 IS Financial Statements because they had not been issued (IBAA(2016)60, dated 5 July 2016) on time. In paragraph 2.2 of that report, it was stated that
the Board had already reported to the IS in April 2016 (IBA-A (2016)45) that there were
significant internal control weaknesses and potentially structural weaknesses identified in
respect to the new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system with serious implications
for the financial reporting, including an increased risk of fraud and misuse. The IS
Financial Controller (FC) briefed the Resource Policy and Planning Board in October
2016 and stated that ‘there is no indication of there being any systemic issue with the
ERP as implemented’ (FC (2016)128). The 2015 IS Financial Statements were finally
issued on 30 December 2016, or 9 months late.
1.2
In line with applicable auditing standards1, the Board obtained an understanding
of the new information system. The Board concentrated on how the ERP system had
been set up given the requirement for the IS to produce 9 financial statements and the
delays encountered in producing those statements. The financial statements, in addition
to the IS, are the New NATO Headquarters, the NATO Staff Centre, MSIAC, FORACS,
and four NATO retirement benefit plans. BICES also uses the new ERP system, but does
not rely on the IS to produce its financial statements. Specifically, the Board:
1) Considered whether problems exist resulting from how the system was
implemented;
2) Compared the IS implementation to similar ERP systems implemented in other
NATO bodies; and
3) Examined the remedial actions being taken by the IS to produce the 2015
financial statements.

2.

STANDARD STRUCTURES FOR PRODUCING MULTIPLE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

2.1
The ERP system provides several ways in which it can be structured to provide
sufficient control and segregation of data to effectively and efficiently support the
production of multiple financial statements. Below is a summary of the various elements
of the ERP organisational structure:
‘Legal entity’: Information about an entity is stored in the ERP in the ‘legal entity’.
The ‘legal entity’ administers transaction rules to comply with legislation and
regulatory requirements.

1

International Standard of Auditing 315, Identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
through Understanding the Entity and its Environment.
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‘Ledger’: A ledger provides ledger accounting for the accounting entity and

stores the financial information. Ledgers can be grouped into ‘Ledger Sets’. An
example provided in the ERP documentation is the following: ‘A group has 26
registered companies in one country. National regulations require that each
company maintains a distinct book of accounts. The correct set up is a ledger for
each company which are grouped into a Ledger Set. Finance staff can treat the
collection as if they were one for all accounting activities, while the data remains
distinct for each company’. Separate ledgers ensure data integrity and
segregation.
‘Operating units’: An operating unit is used to keep the data of one entity distinct
from the data of another entity and to keep data of an operation private from
management of another operation. Separate ‘operating units’ ensure data
integrity and segregation. The minimum number of operating units suggested by
the database provider is one per entity.
‘Balancing segments’: Within a ledger, part of the chart of accounts must be
nominated as a ‘balancing segment’. The ERP customers use balancing
segments to identify different entities that are accounted for together in a single
ledger. This provides the least level of data integrity and segregation within the
ERP and often requires additional programming and internal controls to be
successful.

3.

THE IMPLEMENTED STRUCTURE IN THE IS

3.1
The new IS ERP system was implemented using two legal entities (IS and
BICES),2 one ledger, one operating unit and 71 balancing segments. Risks to such a
set-up include accounting problems relating to one accounting entity misposting
transactions to another accounting entity and delays in closing the financial period of one
entity result in delays for all entities.3
3.2
The IS did not choose to implement separate operating units to ensure the
segregation and integrity of accounting data. Furthermore, the ‘balancing segments’
chosen by the IS were not at the financial statement level (9 balancing segments for the
9 financial statements), but rather, at a level not facilitating the production of 9 separate
financial statements (71 balancing segments at the fund level).4 The Board believes that
using so many balancing segments complicates the ERP system, further increasing the
risks and reducing the efficiencies to be gained from the system.
2

BICES insisted that it be set up as a separate ‘legal entity’ within the ERP system to avoid crossbookings between its balances and transactions and those of the 9 other financial reporting entities.
3 For example, the 2015 FORACS and MSIAC financial statements were issued in July 2016, but the
accounting for these entities in the ERP system could not be finally closed until January 2017, after the
issuance of the 2015 IS Financial Statements on 30 December 2016. Transactions were booked to these
segments in the meantime.
4 The Board could not find evidence in the ERP implementation bidding/offering documents referring to the
requirement for the ERP system to support the production of separate financial statements.
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3.3
The Board found that the IS common funded budget was loaded into the ERP
system in 2015 based on the budget structure from the budget system (different to the
ERP) which, in some cases, had a different accounting string to that in the ERP GL. In
order to ensure effective and efficient budgetary control, budgetary credits are normally
loaded into an ERP system with the same accounting string as in the GL. This allows
funds to be matched to detailed committed credits and expenses. In addition, it allows
staff to closely monitor their detailed budget throughout the year and facilitates the
reconciliation of budgetary expenses to those recorded in the GL.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SIMILAR SYSTEMS AT OTHER NATO ENTITIES

4.1
The Board examined how the same software package had been implemented in
other NATO bodies, namely the International Military Staff (IMS), Allied Command
Operations (ACO) and NATO EF2000 and Tornado Development, Production & Logistics
Management Agency (NETMA). These entities have not experienced significant
problems with data segregation due to the way their ERP systems had been set-up. The
Board found that the IS did not appear to have made use of the lessons learned by these
bodies.
IMS
4.2
The IMS FC is the Financial Controller not only for the IMS, but also the NATO
Defence College (NDC) and the Science & Technology Organisation (STO). The IMS FC
is responsible for producing separate financial statements for each of these entities. The
IMS chose to implement separate ‘ledgers’ and separate ‘operating units’, which
correspond to the separate financial statements required to be produced.
ACO
4.3
There is no requirement for ACO to produce separate financial statements by
ACO Command. As a result, the ACO system has only one ‘ledger’. However, each
ACO Command is a separate ‘operating unit’ in the system (some of them with more than
one ‘balancing segment’). Some of the ‘operating units’ are also used for non-ACO
transactions managed by ACO (e.g. for the European Union). Different
profile/responsibilities are in place to manage local access/hierarchy/workflow and
corporate access/hierarchy/workflow. This kind of configuration/set-up allows ACO to
manage the accounting data at controlled entity (the dedicated ‘operating unit’) and at
controlling entity (ACO with one ‘ledger’ and with the responsibility of the full reconciliation
and reporting).
NETMA
4.4
NETMA is required to produce three separate financial statements for NETMA,
the NATO European Fighter Aircraft Development, Production and Logistics
Management Organisation (NEFMO) and the NATO Multi-Role Combat Aircraft
Development, Production and In Service Support Management Organisation (NAMMO).
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The system structure implemented is one ‘legal entity’, one ‘ledger’ and two ‘operating
units’ (the two operating organisations, NEFMO and NAMMO, are one and the
administrative agency, NETMA, is the other). Three ‘balancing segments’ matching to
the requirement to produce three separate financial statements (NAMMA, NEFMA, and
NETMA) were implemented.
4.5
In conclusion, there are different ways that the ERP system purchased by the IS
can be set up to support the requirement to produce multiple financial statements.
Separate ‘ledgers’ are used by the IMS and separate ‘operating units’ and ‘balancing
segments’ (same number of ‘balancing segments’ as financial statements) are used by
NETMA. ACO, which is only required to present one consolidated set of financial
statements and has a central treasury, implemented separate ‘operating units’ for each
of its sub-commands to ensure the proper segregation of data.

5.

IS REMEDIAL ACTIONS TAKEN

5.1
Since August 2016, the IS has performed certain remedial actions. Related to
payments, it has grouped the 71 funds into 24 pay groups with the intention to prevent
users from performing erroneous cross-financial statement bookings. A similar grouping
has recently been put in place for revenues and receivables. However, there is still no
similar control for other account areas.
5.2
In addition, the IS has employed consultants to research and recommend
accounting corrections and to help produce the 2015 and 2016 financial statements.

6.

CONCLUSION

6.1
In the Board’s opinion the IS did not implement an efficient and effective ERP
structure given the financial reporting requirement to prepare 9 separate financial
statements. The IS uses 71 different funds as the ‘balancing segment’ in the chart of
accounts and not separate operating units. In the Board’s view, this is not an appropriate
solution to support the preparation of the 9 separate financial statements.
6.2
The appropriate solution, in the Board’s view, would have been to have either
separate ‘ledgers’ or ‘operating units’ for each separate financial statement. The use of
71 balancing segments increases risk and reduces the effectiveness to be gained from
the system.
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6.3
The implemented structure did not properly prevent the booking in 2015 and 2016
of a very high number of incorrect cross-financial statement postings between the
different financial statements.5 The Board believes that the IS’s implementation of the
ERP significantly contributed to the inability to produce timely and accurate financial
statements and will likely continue to present challenges in the future. In addition, the
ERP required additional IT programming and the implementation of additional internal
controls. Significant weaknesses in internal control, identified and communicated to the
IS (IBA-A(2016)45) during the Board’s interim audit, further increases the challenges to
produce timely and accurate financial statements.
6.4
The implementing consultants were not significantly involved once the system
went live, which was a further complication. In addition, the Board found that the IS did
not appear to have made use of the lessons learned by other NATO bodies that had
successfully implemented similar ERP systems from the same software provider. These
factors played a role in coming to a solution that, in the Board’s view, does not best
support the production of multiple financial statements in a timely and efficient manner
and that minimises the risks of misstatements.

5

For example, it is possible to book an MSIAC payment against an IS bank account and vice versa. This
leads to under and overstatements of cash balances in different financial statements. In addition, there
were 8,720 instances of intercompany postings in 2015 and for 2016 until mid-October there were 3,890
lines. Furthermore, such a large number of accounting journals, and the subsequent corrective actions,
pose significant risks. The risks relate to the integrity of the data and transparency i.e. whether all the
corrections are capable of being traced and understood. This poses a significant risk to the accuracy of
the financial statements. Risks also exist that the data could be manipulated without detection when so
many corrections need to be made.
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INTERNATIONAL STAFF FORMAL COMMENTS ON THE
LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE
INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS (BOARD) POSITIONS
OBSERVATION 2.1:
OVERSTATEMENT OF CASH BALANCES
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
The IBAN findings concern the formal disclosure in the financial statements and
the reconciliation with bank statements.
Concerning disclosure, it must be noted that among the entities/funds included in
the scope of the IS Financial Statements, some share the same EUR bank
account (Partners' Accommodation, some of the elements grouped under “Trust
Fund” and the Refurbishment of Building Z). The “accounting correction” to which
IBAN refers in the amount of EUR 1,387,214.62 is an elimination, as presented
at Note 32 of the financial statements. The intent was to neutralise, in
presentation terms, the effect of these entities “borrowing” cash from the IS. No
entry was made in the ERP. We understand that this presentation may have been
confusing and the IS will reconsider this presentation.
Concerning reconciliation with bank statements, it must be noted that during 2015
and part of 2016, manual errors were made in selecting the bank account from
which payments were made, resulting in some payments being made using the
IS bank account rather than the one of the entity concerned. These situations
were recorded in a specific account (Inter Company Balancing Account). As a
consequence, the comparison with the bank statements should be made by
taking into account these cross-fund transactions too (EUR 3,928,616.36) and
the situation of the consolidated entities using the same bank accounts as the IS
(EUR 1,387,214.62). This left a difference of EUR 334,784.33 corresponding to
transactions with non-IS entities that remain to be regularised.
OBSERVATION 2.2:
ERRORS IN THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
The difference appearing in the cash flow statement is due to the fact that the
amounts corresponding to the Inter Company Balancing Account (499991) were
not taken into consideration. This balancing account represents the transactions
made between entities and therefore, end 2015, it accounted, in the IS accounts,
for the transactions that were erroneously made by other non-IS entities in using
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the IS bank account. If this account is taken into consideration, the figures match.
This presentation has been corrected in the 2016 financial statements in the
column concerning 2015.
OBSERVATION 2.3:
INABILITY TO RECONCILE EXPENSES IN THE BUDGET EXECUTION STATEMENT
TO EXPENSES IN THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
OBSERVATION 2.4:
INCONSISTENT DISCLOSURE OF AN ACCUMULATED SURPLUS
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed. The IS will present in a more consistent manner
the surplus which in practice mainly relates to the activities under Partners
Accommodation, which are not subject to the standard budget execution context
where non-exchange revenue is matched to expenses.
OBSERVATION 2.5:
LACK OF ASSURANCE ON PROPER CUT-OFF OF EXPENSES
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is noted. The statement of internal control indicated that
the cut-off between 2015 and 2016 could not be considered as reliable. This is
mainly due to receipting issues where services or goods received in 2015 were
erroneously entered as received in 2016 by the budget holders. 2015 was the
first year of the ERP and both OFC and line Division staff were confronted with
the change linked to the recording of accruals (through either system borne
receipts or manual accrual journals). From a budget execution perspective this
may have impacted the breakdown between encumbrances and actuals, and as
a consequence lapses that would have normally occurred in 2015, occurred in
2016. At the end of 2016 a process was in place to better identify the accruals.
But we believe that retrieving the information in order to satisfy IBAN’s request to
identify which expenses recognized in 2016 should have been in reality accrued
in 2015 would be extremely difficult and costly to attain. Restating the accruals
as of end 2015 would require a considerable level of time and resources, both in
OFC and in front line Divisions (who hold the specific information concerning
reception of goods and services) to gather the information needed since it would
require going through all PR/PO lines. In the end the benefit may not be worth
the effort.
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OBSERVATION 2.6:
NO FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE REVALUATION OF MONETARY ASSETS AND
LIABILITIES AT YEAR-END
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
OBSERVATION 2.7:
DISCREPANCY BETWEEN INVENTORY PRESENTED IN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND DISCLOSED IN NOTES
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
OBSERVATION 3:
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW NEW ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP)
SYSTEM AND ITS EFFECT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comment of the International Staff
Choosing the appropriate organization model of this software is a complex and
critical matter that requires extensive analysis and multiple design workshops in
order to make sure that the functional system architecture will allow the
organization meeting its objectives and supporting its mission as intended.
The IS agrees that difficulties encountered after go-live and in particular
concerning the posting of bank transactions have negatively impacted the
production of timely and accurate financial statements. But the "ERP structure"
was not the only factor. It should first be noted, that for a variety of reasons,
essentially lack of resources, the IS OFC has not been in a position over the
last ten years to issue all financial statements in accordance with the NFR
deadlines. The ERP went live on 19 January 2015, a date that was fixed in May
2013 and never changed thereafter - delivery met the projected timing. After
the go-live of the ERP, other elements played a substantial role in these delays
such as staffing levels, vacancy of key positions (e.g. Head Accountant and
Head of Competency Centre), important turn-over of staff, simultaneous
implementation of other pieces of software (travel liquidations) and change
management. Please note that the timelines of the production of the 2016
financial statements have significantly improved. The IS financial statements, for
instance, were issued on 11 April 2017. Although this is still not compliant with
the new NFR, it is nevertheless the earliest date over the last ten years (the
same for the Defined Benefit Pension Scheme issued on 31 March 2017).
In implementing the ERP, the IS relied, as explained in the Annex, on the advice
of experienced implementers (Diamond Partner status) who recommended the
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structure that was put in place. Whilst, the IS can agree that from a financial
reporting perspective, different ERP setups were possible and may have been
more reporting oriented (in particular separate Operating Units), it notes that the
purposes for having an ERP are not limited to financial reporting which we accept
is naturally IBAN’s main focus.
While it could be claimed that the use of different setup parameters might
have facilitated the generation of separate financial statements, this could also
have required significant additional implementation and support costs and
jeopardised other project and business objectives such as the timely
implementation of the system, the use of shared services across the
organization, the implementation of uniform and streamlined business processes,
and the reduction of the system administration and operation effort.
Therefore the IS cannot agree that the ERP software organization model
implemented by the IS was not appropriate. The IS believes that the choice was
based on sound decisions and professional advice and that it can derive the
benefits from the current setup.
Therefore, any assessment of the IS ERP implementation should not focus solely
on the requirement to produce a given number of separate Financial Statements
but should also consider relevant constraints and all the other project objectives
and business requirements.
Board’s position
This Board position also relates to the more detailed comments made by the IS on
ERP implementation that are outlined in Annex 6. In addition, Annex 6 contains
further Board positions on the more detailed IS comments.
The Board notes that its recommendation that an external independent assessment
be made of the ERP implementation is neither agreed or not by the IS in its formal
comments above. However, the IS do comment that any assessment of the ERP
implementation should not only focus on the production of financial statements but
also consider other project objectives and business requirements.
The Board recognises that the purposes of an ERP system are not limited to
financial reporting. However, in the Board’s opinion, given the regulatory
requirement to produce financial statements, the problems encountered with the IS
2015 financial statements and the weaknesses found, such an assessment should
focus specifically on the ERP implementation as regards to the production of
multiple financial statements.
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OBSERVATION 4.1:
LACK OF BASIC ACCOUNTING RECONCILIATIONS, INCLUDING CASH
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
OBSERVATION 4.2:
INSUFFICIENT LEVEL OF CONTROLS OVER BUDGET EXECUTION
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is understood.
The AFF strings used during budget upload are in certain cases too generic and
cannot be used directly for transaction entry in ERP. This indeed requires the
OFC Competency Centre to introduce a large volume of AFF combinations from
which finance and accounting transactions can effectively be done. The point
that IBAN is addressing has to do with the different levels of granularity required
on one side, when preparing, submitting, and on the other when executing the
budget.
The accounting strings used by each software are compatible. The purpose of
this approach was to allow funds control at a higher level than that of the level of
credit lines (there are several thousand budget lines in the Civil Budget upload)
still in compliance with NFR.
The IS agrees that some streamlining could be achieved in the exchange of
information between both software.
It is also to be noted that these facts only apply to the IS budget and not to the
other entities managed by the IS OFC.
Board’s position
The Board was not able to audit the budget execution statements in the IS 2015
financial statements for the reasons outlined in Annex 3, section 2.3. The Board will
revisit the issue of controls over budget execution as part of its audit of the IS 2016
financial statements.
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OBSERVATION 4.3:
CARRY FORWARD OF COMMITMENTS BASED ON PURCHASE REQUISITIONS
INCREASES THE RISK OF NON-COMPLIANCE AND OF MISSTATEMENT
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
The new Financial Regulations have reinforced the link between the commitment
of appropriations and the existence of a legal obligation. They have also
reinforced the principle of annual budgets. OFC believes that these changes in
themselves justify revisiting the current set-up for the management of programme
related transactions. Lessons have also been learned during the first years of
use of the ERP in general and of this specific configuration for Programme
transactions in particular. In addition, it must be noted that this specific set up
was based on a thorough analysis conducted in 2013 when the situation was
different than today: new NFRs have been introduced since then and the practical
aspects of the management of key programmes have changed since the design
analysis was done. Some of these Programme processes have changed and
OFC believes that a large number of programme expenses could follow a process
very close to the standard PO process for commercial purchases.
OBSERVATION 4.4:
MATCHING INVOICES TO PURCHASE ORDERS AND THE DELIVERY OF GOODS
AND SERVICES
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed.
OBSERVATION 4.5:
TRAVEL INVOICES AND POs CAN BE MODIFIED AND PROCESSED WITHOUT
AUTHORISATION
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed. Two change requests have been implemented
in July and December 2016, one whereby purchase documents with the
procurement nature ‘Travel’ be subject to approval and another for interfaced
travel invoices which, if altered in ERP, also be subject to formal approval.
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OBSERVATION 4.6:
INCOMPLETE TOLERANCE LIMITS AND LIMITS SET TOO HIGH
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed. The tolerance for 'NATO Travel' has been set
to 0.5%, aligned with amount- and quantity based lines.
OBSERVATION 4.7:
CONTROLS OVER PAYMENT FILES SENT TO THE BANK NEED STRENGTHENING
Comment of the International Staff
The recommendation is agreed. A change has been installed on 20 December
2016 to introduce a functionality similar to that used by ACO/NCIA.
OBSERVATION 5.1:
LACK OF PROCESS DOCUMENTATION RELATING TO ACCESS MANAGEMENT
AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS
Comment of the International Staff
There is and was a process in place to manage user access but we agree that
the procedure should be better documented.
The job descriptions for staff working in the CC have been updated and approved
by HR to clarify their roles and responsibilities.
OBSERVATION 5.2:
LACK OF PERIODIC REVIEW OF USER ACCESS RIGHTS
Comment of the International Staff
The Recommendation is agreed and OFC is considering the best approach, in
terms of access end date, for staff who are on indefinite duration contracts.
OBSERVATION 5.3:
THE USE OF THE ‘SWITCH USER’ FUNCTION NEEDS TO BE MONITORED
Comment of the International Staff
In the current setup, the Worklist Access function (“Switch User”) provides access
to the notification in-box only. It does not include the possibility to enter data into
the system, neither to modify the data. This is a standard functionality of the ERP
system which is only related to the management of approvals and is used only
by those approvers who have set up the corresponding delegation rules to other
approvers allowing them to process approvals on their behalf in situations of nonNATO UNCLASSIFIED
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availability when the timely approval of an ERP transaction is critical from an
operational standpoint, e.g. unexpected absence of the approver, approver
inability to access the system to perform the approval of all transactions for
legitimate business or operational reasons (heavy workload, participation in
meetings, etc.). Accountability remains with the individual who granted the
delegation.
In the way it has been used by OFC, the Worklist Access function has only been
used among people to whom the authority to approve transactions can be
delegated in accordance with the NFRs. The approvers in the set-up of the IS
ERP can only approve, reject or request information concerning the transactions
submitted to them. They cannot modify the latter. Therefore, the risk is that a
staff member, with the delegated authority to do so, would approve a transaction
that another would have rejected.
Staff, when making use of the Worklist Access function have been instructed to
put in the “Note Box”, that appears with each transaction, that they are the one
who has approved/rejected a transaction.
Board’s position
The Board notes that a control has been put in place by the use of the ‘Note Box’ to
indicate that approvals have been delegated. The Board reiterates its
recommendation that the use of the ‘switch user’ function be controlled and
monitored e.g. by a periodic report that shows who has used it and when it was
used.

OBSERVATION 5.4:
PERMANENT ACCESS TO THE NEW NEW ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING
(ERP) PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT GIVEN TO AN IT CONSULTANT
Comment of the International Staff
In the future, the IS will indeed put time limitations on access to the production
environment.
OBSERVATION 5.5:
NO FORMAL DOCUMENTATION OF CHANGE CONTROL BOARD DECISIONS
Comment of the International Staff
Agreed. The extensive excel chart was considered to provide sufficient
information concerning the changes that had been agreed or disagreed, the
substance of which will now be also in the Minutes.
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INTERNATIONAL STAFF FORMAL COMMENTS ON ANNEX 4
OF THE LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE
INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS (BOARD) POSITIONS

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) SYSTEM
IN THE INTERNATIONAL STAFF
OBSERVATION 2:
STANDARD
STRUCTURES
STATEMENTS

FOR

PRODUCING

MULTIPLE

FINANCIAL

Comment of the International Staff
In its description of Ledgers and Operating Units, the report uses the term “data”
in a way that would give the impression that the data is all of one kind, which is
incorrect and can lead to confusion. In the ERP software a distinction is made
between sub ledger transactions (e.g. Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable)
and general ledger data. Sub ledger transactions are specific to the operating
unit while general ledger data is assigned to a ledger. Sub ledger transactions
feed the general ledger data. Therefore, different types of data are segregated
by Operating Units and Ledgers.
The following sentence of the report: “Within a ledger, part of the chart of
accounts can be nominated as a ‘balancing segment’” gives the impression that
the balancing segment is an option. In reality, one segment of the accounting flex
field has to be qualified as a balancing segment, since it defines the level at which
transactions balance. The balancing segment is therefore critical when it comes
to producing financial statements.
There is no evidence provided in the report to support the statement that the
balancing segment values provide the least level of data segregation. As
indicated above defining a balancing segment is not an option. The Balancing
Segment and the Organisation Structure components serve relatively different
purposes; decisions concerning them cannot be taken independently; therefore
we do not understand the comparison that the report. Balancing Segment Values
assigned to the balancing segment of the accounting flex field is a possible way
to segregate data in ERP software. The IS ERP shares the same ledger for all
entities, which demonstrates that the balancing segment is a rather strong
element in segregating data in the general ledger. The balancing segment is
used not only by IS but also by BICES to produce financial reporting, all based
on the same ledger data.
The accounting flex field definition and the linked elements, such as the balancing
segment values, are part of the standard configuration of the ERP software - no
programming is required for those configuration items.
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OBSERVATION 3:
THE IMPLEMENTED STRUCTURE IN THE IS
Paragraph 3.1
Comment of the International Staff
Throughout its report IBAN refers to a number (71) of balancing segments, when
in reality the IS decided to select the “fund” segment, and therefore there is only
one balancing segment. The report confuses this with the number of values of
such balancing segment, which is a different issue.
The rationale behind this decision is the following:
The IS decided to set the balancing segment at the level of the Fund, i.e. that of
entities or activities differentiated from the others because of (a) their degree of
financial autonomy, which prevents involuntary budgetary support (e.g. cross
funding) or treasury support (e.g. sharing of cash) (for instance, for the New HQ,
distinguish between Nationally Funded and Common Funded components), (b)
their specific governance (e.g. Budget Committee, Steering Committee for
FORACS and MSIAC, Lead Nations for Trust Funds), (c) their specific funding
source (Nations contributions vs. prices charged to users), (d) their specific
reporting requirements (for instance, the numerous Trust Funds or equivalent
which tend to have ad hoc and sometimes evolving requirements), etc.. Hence
their transactions need to be separated from the others.
This resulted in the number of 71 different fund values, the vast majority (46)
being Extra Budgetary Funds such as Trust Funds or equivalents which are
eventually consolidated in the IS financial statements. At that time it was
considered by the IS that the easiest way to provide specific reporting
requirements for each of these entities was to set the balancing level at the Fund
level because of the ability to generate financial statements (financial
performance and situation statements) for each of them. Similarly, setting the
balancing segment at the fund level for entities which share the same bank
account as the IS (e.g. Partner’s Accommodation) enables one also to see
whether or not the entity generates positive cash flows or on the contrary profits
from the IS’s treasury. In cases such as the Refurbishment of Building Z, where
nations agreed that it could be pre-financed using IS’s cash, the balancing
segment at fund level allows to assess the level of such pre-financing.
This approach is linked, with the fact that, historically, the previous accounting
system was set up in such a way that each separate entity had its own bank
account.
Footnote 2 states that having 2 different legal entities defined in the ERP
software, is the result of a decision by BICES taken in order to avoid crossbookings with other non-BICES entities. IS OFC cannot confirm this as a fact
since it concerns BICES. However, it has to be noted, as indicated before, that
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Legal Entities do not administer access to sub ledger data, so the reasoning
behind IBAN’s statement is unclear. This situation did not prevent issues from
arising, as illustrated by the case of a NATO IS invoice paid from a BICES bank
account in August 2015. In addition, BICES represents about 2% of the overall
volume of transactions, and therefore the issue of putting in place different
organisation models in the ERP for such cases can only be accurately assessed
if it also encompasses a cost benefit analysis.
It has to be noted that with the current setup it is not possible to book in a given
entity or fund an expense, revenue, or GL entry belonging to another entity. The
ERP Fund value is specific for each of these entities. This is precisely where the
choice of the Balancing Segment at Fund level plays a role and prevents these
confusions from happening. In this respect the drafting of “Risks to such a setup include accounting problems relating to one accounting entity misposting
transactions to another accounting entity” is not correct and misleading since it
refers to all transactions which is not the case. The IS agrees that there is a risk
that the wrong bank account might be selected and it has put in place remedial
measures to counter that (see below). It does not agree that transaction
mispostings, at large (e.g. expenses, revenues, commitments), could happen
between separate reporting entities.
Board’s position
The Board stated in the conclusion to Annex 4 that the “IS uses 71 different funds
as the ‘balancing segment’”. We know that the balancing segment is one field in the
accounting flexfield. This terminology clarification offered by the IS in respect to
balancing segments does not impact our analysis or conclusions.
The IS also commented that it does not agree that transaction mispostings at large
could happen between the separate reporting entities. The Board cannot comment
on this as it was unable to carry out a full audit of the IS 2105 financial statements.
This risk will be assessed as part of its audit of the IS 2016 financial statements.
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OBSERVATION 3:
THE IMPLEMENTED STRUCTURE IN THE IS
Paragraph 3.2
Comment of the International Staff
IBAN refers to a number (71) of balancing segments, when in reality the IS
decided to make use of the “fund” segment, and therefore there is only one
balancing segment. The report confuses this with the number of values of the
balancing segment, which is a different issue. Therefore the sentence “using so
many balancing segments complicates the ERP system” is not accurate.
The setup of the system was the result of a thorough requirement validation and
design process conducted by the firm responsible for system implementation.
This firm is a reputed, world-class audit and accounting firm and one of the few
companies in the world that holds a Diamond partner status for this software. As
shown in the system documentation, this firm was fully aware of the reporting
needs of the Organization and more particularly of the requirement to produce 9
separate financial statements. Considering these and other business needs, the
referred firm recommended that the IS put in place only one Operating Unit. The
implementing firm’s report related to this aspect states that “Multiple Operating
Units increase the maintenance of vendors, customers, banks, and other
supporting information. They increase complexity as users need to understand
where to enter each Operating Unit's information”. It also stated that this “can
detract from some of the benefits of the ERP” (Document: “Constellation MultiOrg Structure Overview” p.6). The IS followed this advice.
OBSERVATION 3:
THE IMPLEMENTED STRUCTURE IN THE IS
Paragraph 3.3
Comment of the International Staff
The budget system used by Executive Management is part of the ERP.
The accounting strings used by each software are compatible. The purpose of
this approach was to allow funds control at a higher level than that of the level of
credit lines (there are several thousand budget lines in the Civil Budget upload)
still in compliance with NFR.
The IS agrees that some streamlining could be achieved in the exchange of
information between both software.
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OBSERVATION 4:
IMPLEMENTATION OF SIMILAR SYSTEMS AT OTHER NATO ENTITIES
Comment of the International Staff
The comparison made in this section should be taken as a comparison and
illustration of different ways of doing, not as a demonstration that the IS should
have done differently than it did. The entities to which IBAN refers are in
situations that are different from that of the IS and which may have justified the
choices they made, or certainly have been taken into consideration, other than
the issue of the number of financial statements, such as: multiple geographical
location of the business and financial management teams (where the IS is
exclusively located in Brussels), hence different chains of command (where the
IS has only one Office of Financial Control for all of the entities for which it has to
issue financial statements), different master data, if not different reporting
currencies.
The factors that determine the high-level architecture implemented in the IS ERP
software depend not only on the number of financial statements to be produced
but also on many other parameters such as organizational and geographical
characteristics (e.g., separate operational structure and approval hierarchies vs.
fully integrated operation in the same location with the same approval hierarchy),
the specific chart of accounts and accounting strategies (e.g., functional currency,
use of funds accounting controls, etc.) and the specific business requirements
and objectives to be supported by the system (e.g., streamlining of business
processes; reduction of administrative, operational, or support effort;
consolidation of procurement activities; management reporting requirements;
compliance with project constraints; etc.).
Choosing the appropriate organization model of this software is a complex and
critical matter that requires extensive analysis and multiple design workshops in
order to make sure that the functional system architecture will allow the
organization meeting its objectives and supporting its mission as intended. This
is certainly something that was seriously addressed by the IS during the system
design phase with the support of the implementation contractor and involving staff
with significant experience in other NATO implementations.
Therefore, although the IS agrees with IBAN's statement that “In conclusion,
there are different ways that the ERP system purchased by the IS can be set up
to support the requirement to produce multiple financial statements.” It disagrees
with the use of the high-level comparison to infer that the ERP software
organization model implemented by the IS was not appropriate (as stated in
Section 6 of Annex 1) or that lessons learned from other NATO implementations
were not considered in the implementation process (last sentence in paragraph
4.1 of Annex 1).
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OBSERVATION 5:
IS REMEDIAL ACTIONS TAKEN
Comment of the International Staff
The “remedial actions” to which IBAN refers are changes put in place to solve the
main issues encountered, namely the risk of a human error by which the wrong
bank account is used to effect a payment.
The change to which the report refers was installed on 23 August 2016 and
activated shortly after. This solution comprises the grouping, for payment
purposes, of balancing segment values (funds) into fund groups and a redesign
of the pay groups. This was done in order to replace the manual controls by
automatic controls during payment of Accounts Payable invoices, thereby
reducing the number and impact of human errors.
Therefore the part of sentence “to prevent users from performing erroneous
cross-financial statement bookings” is confusing since it implies that it is possible
for the ERP system to mix any kind of transactions: this is not the case and the
IBAN report does not give any example or demonstrate that this could be the
case. The system did indeed allow for human error concerning bank
transactions, and this is the main issue the IS had and has dealt with. But the
system has always prevented other kind of transactions, such as expense and
revenue, of one entity from being recorded/mixed with those of another entity.
Concerning “However, there is still no similar control for other account areas.”
The drafting implies that in IBAN’s view other account areas should have similar
controls. However these are not identified in the report. The IS believes that the
current automatic controls put in place are adequate and effective.
Board’s position
The IS states that the current automatic controls put in place are adequate and
effective. The Board cannot comment further as it was unable to carry out a full audit
of the IS 2105 financial statements. This risk will be assessed as part of its audit of
the IS 2016 financial statements.
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OBSERVATION 6:
CONCLUSION
Comment of the International Staff
We understand that the term “ERP structure” refers to the specific setup of
ledgers, accounting flex fields, operating units, legal entities and other significant
parameters of the system. This meaning is so broad that it is not possible to
properly assess the findings stated in paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 above since there
is no concrete data or information relating to cause-effect relationships between
specific setup parameters and the presence of an unspecified number of incorrect
postings which might have been caused by other factors or circumstances (e.g.
human error or inappropriate accounting processes or practices).
It should also be noted that it is precisely because the balancing segment was
set at the level it was (i.e. that of the fund segment, in the series of segments that
identify the transactions) that it was possible to identify such bank account
mispostings. Even creating separate Operating Unit, one for each financial
statement, it would still be possible to make such bank mispostings and it would
be more difficult to identify them.
Choosing the appropriate organization model of this software is a complex and
critical matter that requires extensive analysis and multiple design workshops in
order to make sure that the functional system architecture will allow the
organization meeting its objectives and supporting its mission as intended. This
is certainly something that was seriously addressed by the IS during the system
design phase with the support of the implementation contractor and involving staff
with significant experience in other NATO implementations.
The IS agrees that difficulties encountered after go-live and in particular
concerning the posting of bank transactions have negatively impacted the
production of timely and accurate financial statements. But the IS does not agree
that this was the only factor. It should first be noted, that for a variety of reasons,
essentially of resources, the IS OFC has not been in a position over the last ten
years to issue all financial statements in accordance with the NFR deadlines.
The ERP went live on 19 January 2015, a date that was fixed in May 2013 and
never changed thereafter - delivery met the projected timing. After the go-live of
the ERP, other elements played a substantial role in these delays such as staffing
levels, vacancy of key positions (e.g. Head Accountant and Head of Competency
Centre), important turn-over of staff, simultaneous implementation of other pieces
of software (travel liquidations) and change management. Please note that
timelines of the production of the 2016 financial statements have significantly
improved. The IS financial statements, for instance, were issued on 11 April 2017.
Although this is still not compliant with the new NFR, it is nevertheless the earliest
date over the last ten years (the same for the Defined Benefit Pension Scheme
issued on 31 March 2017).
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ANNEX 6
IBA-AR(2017)04
In implementing the ERP, the IS relied, as explained above, on the advice of
experienced implementers (Diamond Partner Status) who recommended the
structure that was put in place.
Whilst, the IS can agree that from a financial reporting perspective, different ERP
setups were possible and may have been more reporting oriented (in particular
separate Operating Units), it notes that the purposes for having an ERP are not
limited to financial reporting which we accept is naturally IBAN’s main focus.
Among expected ERP benefits are: standardisation of processes irrespective of
the entity served, use of professional best practices, improved segregation of
duties and related internal organisation, alignment of the OFC structure with
business processes, dismantling of old home-grown software, reduction of paper
flows etc. Alternative setups were, of course, possible but would have created
their own issues elsewhere. Therefore the IS cannot agree that the ERP software
organization model implemented by the IS was not appropriate. The IS believes
it can derive the benefits from the current setup.
Board’s position
There is a clear regulatory requirement for the separate financial reporting of these
9 financial statements to ensure transparency, accountability and effective
governance. As a result, the Board believes that an ERP structure should have
been chosen that was more oriented to this reporting requirement. In their formal
comment, the IS referred particularly to separate Operating Units as being a
structure that may have been more reporting oriented. This is consistent with the
Board’s view that separate Operating Units ensure data integrity and segregation.
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